Purpose: The accuracy of flow velocity and three-directional velocity components are important for the precise visualization of hemodynamics by 3D cine phase-contrast MRI (3D cine PC MRI, also referred to as 4D-flow). The aim of this study was to verify the accuracy of these measurements of prototype or commercially available 3D cine PC MRI obtained by three different manufactures' MR scanners.
Introduction
Cine phase-contrast MRI (cine PC MRI) is an imaging method that allows quantitative information regarding velocity to be obtained by applying bipolar velocity-encoding (VENC) gradients. 1 Bipolar gradients, which apply in sequence gradient magnetic fields with the opposite direction (but with equal magnitude), induce phase shifts of protons. The phase shifts of stationary protons occur as a function of time, while those of moving protons occur as a function of both velocity and time, and this difference in phase allows the calculation of velocity. In ordinary PC MRI, echo signals generated by applying VENC, VENC [+] signals, as well as VENC [−] signals (without VENC), are acquired. Magnitude images are generated from VENC [−] signals, which allows information about vascular morphology to be obtained. The VENC [−] signals and VENC [+] signals acquired after applying VENC in x, y, and z directions are processed to generate images with Fourier transform, and the phase images can be obtained by subtracting the former images from the latter images. The phase images acquired yield information concerning velocity in three directions. 1 Since 3D cine PC MRI (also referred to as 4D-flow) data concerning velocity in three directions is obtained three-dimensionally, 2 the 3D intravascular velocity field can be visualized as a vector diagram after processing the data using analytical software. [2] [3] [4] Hemodynamics such as wall shear stress (WSS) of a vascular wall and streamlines can be observed using 3D velocity fields acquired by 3D cine PC MRI. 5 Several studies have reported that WSS is associated with the occurrence of, development of, and rupture of intracranial aneurysm. [6] [7] [8] Thus, there are important clinical applications for hemodynamic analysis using 3D cine PC MRI.
Since blood flow at any cross section of a vessel can be calculated using 3D cine PC MR images, the information acquired can be utilized as boundary conditions in the analysis of computational fluid dynamics. 4, 9, 10 For precise visualization of 3D velocity fields, the accuracy of velocities and three-directional velocity components are important. To the best of the authors' knowledge, no studies have been reported that verify the accuracy of these parameters.
This aim of this study was to verify the accuracy of flow velocity and 3D velocity components of prototype or commercially available 3D cine PC MRI using three scanners (GE Healthcare [Milwaukee, WI, USA], Philips [Amsterdam, The Netherlands], and Siemens [Erlangen, Germany]) with a straight-tube phantom (inner diameter, 7 mm) positioned on a slant.
Materials and Methods

Phantom and flow passage
A phantom was purposely prepared for the verification of accuracy procedure using an acrylic straight tube (inner diameter, 7 mm; outer diameter, 16 mm). This was inserted into an acrylic 10-cm cube along the diagonal and fixed with 2 wt% agarose containing 0.0125 mmol/L Gd, a preparation designed to mimic the relaxation time of the cerebral white matter ( Fig. 1 ). 11 A 40 wt% glycerin solution was used as a blood mimicking fluid. The viscosity was measured with a viscometer (VM-10A, CBC Materials, Tokyo, Japan) at 3.54 mPa·s. The flow passage consisted of a magnetic pump (CP20-PPRV-10, Nikkiso Eiko Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan), the phantom, a Coriolis flowmeter (FD-SF1, Keyence Corporation, Osaka, Japan), and a reservoir (Fig. 2) . The distance between the phantom in the MR suite and the flowmeter placed in MR operation room was around 8 m. We used 15 mm-innerdiameter tube made of polyvinyl chloride with the pressure resistance of 0.8 MPa (SUPER TOYORON HOSE; TOYOX Co., Ltd., Kurobe, Japan) as main connecting tubes. In order to obtain laminar flow with fully developed velocity profile, hydrodynamic entrance length is necessary. The entrance length can be obtained by the following formula: 12 where Re is Reynolds number (ρuD/μ), D is inner diameter, ρ is density, u is average velocity, μ is viscosity. The viscosity of human blood is about 4 mPa·s. The 40 wt% glycerin solution has this viscosity at 20°C, but the temperature in the MR suit and MR operation room was somewhat higher and the viscosity of the glycerin solution was 3.54 mPa·s. The hydrodynamic entrance length of the diagonal phantom permitted for MR gantry was 30 cm in this study. Based on the above conditions, the average velocity of working fluid should be set to 30 cm/s. The volume flow rate (VFR) was controlled by adjusting the voltage of the pump to achieve a steady circulation flow of the fluid set at a spatial-averaged velocity of 30 cm/s within the phantom. The fluctuation of the pump output volume during the imaging time was about 1%.
Scanners and imaging conditions
We used three MR scanners: Discovery 750w 3T, Head/ neck coil (GE Healthcare); Ingenia 3T, dstream Head Spine coil (Philips); MAGNETOM Verio 3T, 12-channel Head Matrix coil (Siemens). The above-mentioned phantom was positioned inside a receiver coil. Axial, coronal, and sagittal images were acquired using simulated electrocardiogramgating or triggering with the parameters shown in Table 1 . The imaging sequence of Siemens was commercially unavailable, while others were manufactured. Three orthogonal VENC directions were set along phase encoding, frequency and slice encoding directions on each imaging orientation. We used the balanced (Hadamard) velocity encoding for 3D cine PC MRI using Philips equipment. Aliasing occurs at lower velocities than VENC we set. 13 Therefore, we set VENC (120 cm/s) twice as large as the VENC of other equipment (60 cm/s). The reasons for the long imaging time of the Siemens equipment were that the simulated electrocardiographic interval was longer than that of the other experiments and it was impossible to use the imaging time reduction technology like view sharing technique. As Hadamard velocity encoding was used, the imaging time was shorter in Philips equipment.
We set a slab in the center of the phantom in axial, coronal or sagittal orientation. Magnitude images, phase images in the phase, readout and slice encoding directions, and velocity composite images of each section were obtained.
Post-processing
The temporal mean velocity profiles in the center of the tube on the central cross section of a slab were calculated from the 3D cine PC MR image data using the blood flow analyzing software (Flova, Renaissance of Technology Corporation, Hamamatsu, Japan). The phase correction protocol was performed using the surrounding agarose as a stationary phantom according to the method by Walker et al. 14 The flow inside the tube of the phantom was considered to be laminar Hagen-Poiseuille flow 15 because Reynolds number of the flow inside the tube was around 600 (lower than 2100). Therefore, measured velocity profiles inside the tube of the phantom were compared using the calculated parabolic profiles according to the VFR values measured with a flowmeter and the inner diameter of the tube as reference values. In order to remove noise derived from the acrylic tube, the velocity was set as 0 cm/s at the region where the standard deviation (SD) values were higher than 30. We also calculated velocity profiles and the spatially time-averaged flow velocity of the section perpendicular to the straight tube at the central part of the slab for each scanner. A circular ROI with a diameter of 2 cm was selected at the position of the agarose surrounding the tube to measure the SD of pixel values for evaluation of the SD values of velocity in the stationary portion. ROI selection for this purpose required a region where the phase encoding direction did not overlap with the tube and where the fold-back in the slice orientation did not overlap. The following formulae were used as appropriate for each scanner for converting pixel values to velocity.
GE:Velocity
Pixel Figure 3 shows the anatomical images and phase images in three directional encoding on axial orientation obtained by each vendor. The velocity profiles of the flow in a tube with an inner diameter of 7 mm obtained by 3D cine PC MRI demonstrated that maximum velocity was underestimated and velocity near the tube wall was overestimated in all scanners ( Figs. 4 and 5) . A roughening and flattening of velocity profiles in the center of the tube was observed in the scanner manufactured by Philips. However, the accuracy of threedirectional velocity components was adequate in every scanner. The spatially time-averaged flow velocity of the section perpendicular to the straight tube at the central part of the slab for each scanner is shown in Table 2 . They corresponded well with the measured values by the flowmeter in all three scanners.
Results
The SD values of the velocity in the stationary portion in 3D cine PC MR images were 0.82-0.94 cm/s for GE, 2.27-2.86 cm/s for Philips, and 1.81-2.01 cm/s for Siemens (Table 3) . No characteristic SD values for the velocity in the direction of the gradient magnetic field were observed in any of the scanners.
Discussion
Performing 3D cine PC MRI using a phantom positioned at a slant enabled us to analyze three-directional velocity components in a single imaging. In addition, imaging in three orientations allowed for verification of the accuracy in each of the imaging conditions.
In the velocity profiles obtained by 3D cine PC MRI with each scanner, velocity near the tube wall was not 0 cm/s, and a positive flow was observed in all cases. The maximum velocity in the center of the tube was also underestimated. Partial volume effects may have caused these results. Fig. 3 The anatomical images and phase images in three directional encoding on axial orientation from 3D cine phase-contrast (PC) MR images obtained by the scanner manufactured by GE Healthcare (Milwaukee, WI, USA), Philips (Amsterdam, The Netherlands), and Siemens (Erlangen, Germany). The anatomic image of GE is a magnitude image, that of Phillips is a modulus image and that of Siemens is a rephrased image. Phase images obtained by Philips show the signal at the area with noise as zero with the use of noise clipping. Each velocity-encoding (VENC) direction of the phase images are frequency encode direction, phase encode direction and slice encode direction respectively on the axial orientation image. The polarity of the phase image varies with each device.
A roughening and flattening of velocity profiles in the center of the tube was observed in the scanner manufactured by Philips. Presumably, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) was too low under the imaging conditions used. Indeed, the Philips scanner demonstrated the largest SD values for the velocity calculated in the stationary portion. However, since the velocity profiles were satisfactory, except for those in the central portion of the tube, the accuracy of three-directional velocity components was adequate.
On the other hand, the spatially time-averaged flow velocity of the section perpendicular to the straight tube at the central part of the slab for each scanner corresponded well with the measured values by the Coriolis flowmeter in all three scanners.
There were two limitations to this study. First, because the parameter setting protocol was different in each scanner, the imaging parameters could not be unified. Second, due to the size and shape of the phantom including the 30-cm entrance region necessary for the formation of a laminar flow, the phantom could not be positioned in the exact center of the coil with different scanners leading to slight variations of position. Therefore, the imaging conditions may not have been optimal. Previously published paper reported that the error rate of the maximum velocity is less than 10% when the ratio of the pixel size to the inner diameter is less than 10%. 16 In this experiment, the voxel size was 10% of the diameter (voxel size, 0.7 mm; diameter, 7 mm), but the error of the maximum velocities of some scanners exceeded 10%. It is estimated that the measurement error of the maximum flow velocity would be less than 10% if we had used optimum conditions including imaging parameters, receiver coil, imaging position, and so on. Table 3 The SD values of the velocity in the stationary portion in the phase images acquired from 3D cine phase-contrast (PC) MR axial, coronal or sagittal orientation images obtained by the scanner manufactured by GE Healthcare (Milwaukee, WI, USA), Philips (Amsterdam, The Netherlands), and Siemens (Erlangen, Germany)
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Slice orientation Unit is cm/s SD, standard deviation. 
